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Abstract—The DC smart-grid-system (DCSGS) becomes more and more popular and it is seen as an alternative to the AC. In DCSGS, voltage quality and harmonic distortion issues affect the performance of integrated renewable power sources. To improve the voltage quality, SEPIC converter is used to step up the output of PV cell. In DCSGS, output of PV is stepped-up using SEPIC. The output of wind generator is also rectified and stepped-up using SEPIC. This effort covenants with modeling & simulation of CL(closed-loop)-DC-SEPIC (smart grid system) with PR controller and FLC in DCSGS. The performance of DCSGS with PR and FLC are compared and their results are presented. The results indicate that FLC controlled close-loop DCSGS gives superior response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

These days, the wide dissemination of conveyed RES introduces another situation intended for the guideline of allocation-frameworks & the accessibility of novel advances for capacity frameworks energizes their utilization in power frameworks [1]. The utilization of a PMS is vital to upgrade the power-course through the diverse segments of the MG & the trading of power with the electric-network. SGS allude to the utilization of controls innovation and computerized data to build the security, unwavering quality and productivity of the electric matrix on the planet [2].

The SGS is perhaps incorporated from different sustainable power sources [3], for example, wind turbine [4, 5, 6], energy component [7, 8], &PV [9, 10, 11]. One of the different sustainable power sources that can possibly be used is PV [12]. The conveyance of power from PV frameworks is conceivable independent or grid-associated. For lattice applications, PV frameworks went through the three-stage inverter and this condition requests high DC voltage [13]. Be that as it may, qualities of photovoltaic create low voltage and don’t meet this necessity. The step-up converter is required to beat this issue by changing over low DC voltage from PV to high DC voltage [14].

For the most part, the favored topology of the step-up-converter can produce high advance up voltage, high proficiency, and low swell of the yield/input voltage &current [15]. Numerous analysts have created and examined the execution of the step-up converter for PV frameworks. Boost-converter [16–19] can produce high advance up voltage with high duty-cycle. That condition may cause voltage weight on the switching gadget and diminishing the proficiency of the Boost-converter.

The high advance up voltage can likewise be gotten from two Boost converters that are masterminded in series with a solitary switch; it is called Quadratic-Boost-Converter [20, 21]. In any case, switching gadget gets high current pressure. Then again, conduction fortunes likewise increment, and the productivity of this converter diminishes [22].

II. PROPOSED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The exceeding literature does not deal with comparison of closed loop -DC smart grid system with PR controller and FLC in PV based SGS. Hence, the present effort deals with comparison of closed loop DC smart grid system with PR controller and FLC in hybrid based DCSGS. This work proposes PR for the control of DCSGS.
FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLED RENEWABLE ENERGY BASED DC SMART-GRID-SYSTEM WITH IMPROVED-PERFORMANCE

\[ L = L_f - L_d - L_{sh} \]  
(1)  
The current-diverted through the-diode is given by Equation (2).  
\[ L_D = L_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{q(V + L_{R_d})}{n k T} \right) - 1 \right] \]  
(2)  
\[ V = L_t - L_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{q(V + L_{R_d})}{n k T} \right) - 1 \right] \]  
(3)  
Consequently, the phrase of (3), abridge to as Equation (4).  
\[ L = L_t - L_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{q(V + L_{R_d})}{n k T} \right) - 1 \right] \]  
(4)

A ‘-PV-board’ is generated of numerous sun based-components‖, -which are associated in-sequence or -analogous with the yield-current-voltage of the-PV-panel.  
Output of PV is DC Smart Grid System. The pulses required by fly-back converter are generated by a PIC and they are amplified by using a driver. The Block diagram of Existing and proposed is appeared here. The closed loop SEPIC converter with PR and FL controller are delineated in Fig 3,4.

Figure 1. Circuit-diagram of -DC smart grid system

Figure 2. Block-diagram of closed-loop SEPIC-converter with PR-controller

Figure 3. Block-diagram of closed-loop SEPIC-converter with FLC Controller

III. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER

Fuzzy controller is an adaptable control technique that provides the ability to operate in load variations, supply variations and other disturbances for the proposed SEPIC converter. This controller affords consistence performance and maintains stability. The principle points of interest of a framework with FLC are high adaptability, strength, unwavering quality, execution adaptability and great powerful reaction.

The benefits of FLC over usual-controllers-like PR-controllers are that they don’t require precise arithmetical-model, they can operate with indefinite-inputs, can switch-non-linearity, load-annoyances &so-on.

Figure 4. Block--diagram of FLC

Figure 5. delineates the block-diagram of the implemented-FLC-scheme of a SEPIC. Consecutively to execute the CA(control-algorithm) of a sepic PR and FLC in closed-loop, the DC-side-capacitor-voltage is logical & evaluated with a reference-value.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Closed loop - DC smart grid system with PR controller in PV based SGS is delineated in Figure 6. First when the PV-system is on the voltage is stored in the capacitor. Then, the yield of the PV-system is fed to closed-loop-DC-SGS with PR-controller where the voltage may be stepped-up to uphold the constant-voltage at the-yield.
The yield of the PV-system is 18 V. Under partial-shading, the voltage is increased from 10V to 18V. This is the input voltage closed loop DC-SGS with PR controller which is appeared in Figure 6. The diminution in-voltage is due to the partial shading.

Figure 6. Input voltage of CLSGS SC with PR

The output Voltage of closed loop DC smart grid system with PR controller in SGS is delineated in Figure 7 & its peak-value is 99V. Thus the yield-voltage of inverter is regulated by using PR controller.

Figure 7. Output voltage of CLSGS SC with PR

The yield of the PV-system is 18 V. Under partial-shading, the voltage is increased from 10V to 18V. This is the input voltage closed loop DC-SGS with PR controller which is appeared in Figure 6. The diminution in-voltage is due to the partial shading.

PR-controller is delineated in Figure 8. This is approximately 1A. The yield-current of inverter increases & then reaches normal value. Thus the yield-current of inverter is regulated by utilizing PR controller.

Figure 8. Output current of CLSGS SC with PR

Motor speed of closed loop DC smart grid system with PR controller in SGS is delineated in Figure 9 & its increased-value is 750 RPM.

Figure 9. Motor speed of CLSGS SC with PR
Motor torque response of closed loop DC-SGS with PR controller is delineated in Figure 10 and its value is decreases from 80N-m to 1.5N-m.

Closed-loop-Smart-grid system with Fuzzy Logic-controller in SGS is appeared in Figure 11. First when the PV system is on, the voltage is stored in the capacitor. Then, the yield of the PV-system is fed to the SGS sepic-converter with Fuzzy Logic-controller where the voltage may be stepped up to maintain the constant voltage at the output.

Input voltage of CLSGS SC with FLC is appeared in Figure 12 and its value increase from 11V to 18.5V.

The output voltage of CLSGS SC with FLC is shown in Figure13 and it is approximately 88V. The output voltage of CLSGS SC with FLC is regulated by using FL controller.

The output current of CLSGS SC with FLC is shown in Figure14. This is approximately 0.9A. Thus the yield-current of inverter is regulated by using FL-controller.

The motor-speed is outlined in Figure15 &its-value-is 700RPM.
MT (Motor Torque) of CLSGS SC with FLC is outlined in Figure 16 & its value is 0.89N-m.

Figure 16. Motor-Torque of CLSGS SC with FLC

The evaluation of TDP (time domain parameters) with PR & FLC is specified in Table 1. By utilizing FLC, the ‘RT (rise time)’ is lessened from 0.09Sec to 0.07Sec; the ‘PT (peak time)’ is lessened from 0.32 to 0.09Sec; the ‘ST (Settling time)’ is lessened from 0.50 to 0.20Sec and ‘SSE (steady state error)’ is lessened from 2.8 to 0.7Volts.

Table 1 Comparison of time domain parameters with PR and FLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>( T_r (\text{Sec}) )</th>
<th>( T_s (\text{Sec}) )</th>
<th>( T_p (\text{Sec}) )</th>
<th>( E_{ss} ) (Volts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hardware snap shot SGS sepic converter is delineated in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Hardware snap shot sepic converter

Input voltage is appeared in Figure 18.

Figure 18 Input voltage

Switching pulse for SEPIC converter S1 is appeared in Figure 19. The Switching pulse for SEPIC converter S2 is shown in Figure 20. The Output voltage is presented in Figure 21.

Figure 19 Switching pulse for SEPIC converter S1

Figure 20 Switching pulse for SEPIC converter S2

Figure 21 Output voltage

Hardware Diagram of Interleaved SEPIC Converter is delineated in Figure 22.
V. CONCLUSION

Closed loop DC-SGS with PR-controller &Closed-loop DC-SGS with FLC in PV are represented &simulated using MATLAB-Simulink. The outcomes are evaluated in terms of ST(settling time) &SSE(steady-state error). By suing FLC controller, the ST (Settling time) is lessened from 0.50 to 0.20Sec &SSE (steady state error) is lessened from 2.8 to 0.7Volts. Active-response is also enhanced by using FLC. Hence”-closed-loop-SEPIC-converter with FLC” is better than that of “the-closed-loop-SEPIC-converter with PR controller”. The-present-work is to evaluate-closed-loop DC-SGS with PR-controller &closed-loop DC-SGS with FLC in PV. The comparison of closed loop DC smart grid system with FLC and SMC can be done in Future.
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